






Customized solutions 
for above the floor 
surface and equipment 
cleaning. These tools 
are the easiest and most 
effective way to clean 
pipes, soft wall curtains, 
tanks and other hard to 
reach areas in controlled 
environments. These 
innovative tools are ideal 
for any surface that is 
difficult to reach, clean 
and disinfect.

Compact, easier and 
more efficient! The most 
effective and intuitive 
bucket and wringer 
system for use on floors, 
walls and ceilings within 
controlled environments. 
Whatever the cleaning 
requirements the CE 
UltraSpeed Pro™ will 
dramatically increase 
speed and cleaning 
performance!

The less time you spend 
on cleanroom cleaning, 
the more time you 
have to focus on your 
core business.  The 
unique CE Duo™ mop 
system is the perfect 
answer to meet the high 
demands for effective 
cleaning and disinfection 
of cleanrooms and 
controlled environments. 

In cleanrooms and 
controlled environments, 
spills create slip 
hazards that are not 
easily removed. Spills 
usually require a bulky 
mop system or a large 
number of expensive 
wipes that may not 
absorb well. SpillEx® is 
the ideal problem solver 
where you need to 
absorb spills.

The self-wringing 
cleanroom mop! 
The Vileda Professional® 
Stainless Steel and 
Aluminum Extendable 
Roll-O-Matic® mops are 
the best choice when 
seeking one mop to 
apply disinfectant, clean 
surfaces or absorb spills 
in all production and 
controlled environments.

Maximize contamination 
control with 
EvoControl™  microfiber 
cleanroom wipes. 
Remove contaminants 
in one swipe, leaving the 
surface clean and free of 
residual contamination. 
This is critical for wiping 
spills and removing 
particles from the 
surface. 

Systems and innovations that 
outperform the competition.

 Above The Floor Tools™

 CE UltraSpeed Pro®

 CE Duo® Mops

 SpillEx®

 Roll-O-Matic®

 EvoControl™  CE Wipes
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Roll-O-Matic® Sponge Mops
The self-wringing cleanroom mop!

The Vileda Professional® Stainless Steel and Aluminium Extendable Roll-O-Matic® mops are the best 
choice when seeking one mop to apply disinfectant, clean surfaces or absorb spills in cleanrooms. These 
Roll-O-Matic® mops are manufactured in the USA to resist repeated autoclavable cycles and continued 
exposure to the common chemicals and disinfectants used in cleanrooms and their surroundings. 

Perfect for use with the “Pull and Lift” cleaning technique. 
The straight head design allows users to flip the mop head after a specific number of 
strokes for extended use between wrings.

The Vileda Professional® Roll-O-Matic® sponge mop refills are 
manufactured in the USA.  
The new “Advanced Technology” foam is manufactured specifically for the controlled 
environment industry allowing 25% more liquid absorption and two times more liquid 
release than competing foams.  Each refill is completely autoclavable, resistant 
to gamma and ETO sterilization as well as individually packaged and lot number 
controlled.  All Vileda Professional® brand refills are ideal for use with the “Pull and Lift” 
cleaning technique most commonly used in controlled environments.

Use with
Bucket Method
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Controlled Environment Trolleys
Trolleys that meet the highest cleanroom standards

The CE Trolley range has been specifically designed and developed for use in controlled environments 
where maximum contamination control is needed. The trolleys are electro-polished stainless steel with air 
tight connections and smooth weldings. This ensures excellent biological control while still being easy to 
clean and fully autoclavable. The trolleys are extremely functional and versatile with superior ergonomics.  
Both trolleys offer ample space for all utensils needed for effective cleaning and are fully customizable to 
meet your exact needs.  

They carry what you need
But not bacteria or contaminants! 

Both trolleys offer ample space for all utensils needed while cleaning 
effectively. Each trolley can be customized with various buckets, 
boxes, sieves, bin bags - you decide and specify!

Both trolleys can be used with the new innovative Vileda Professional® 
Dip-N-Go sieve. This is ideal for areas that require high disinfection 
contact times.

When designing these trolleys, our full focus was in maximizing 
contamination control. This is why we electro-polished our stainless 
steel, provided true smooth weldings, and ensured tight fittings. These 
trolleys are easily wiped down or disassembled and autoclavable.




















































